The limitations to the concept of parity of quantum-mechanical states and, in particular, of intrinsic parity of elementary particles are discussed. These limitations are shown to follow from "superselection rules, " i.e. , from restrictions on the nature and scope of possible measurements. The existence of such superselection rules is proved for the case of spinor fields; it is also conjectured that a superselection rule operates between states of different total charge.
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THE POSSIBILITY OF INDETERMINATE PARITIES
A LTHOUGH the present quantum-field-theoretic scheme to describe elementary particles is full of mathematical holes, it possesses certain features, mainly based on invariance properties, that are believed to be of far more permanent value. The importance of these features can hardly be overestimated, since they offer the most reliable guidance that we have in classifying and interpreting the rapidly growing and already very complex experimental picture.
The purpose of this paper is to point out the possible (and in certain cases necessary) existence of limitations to one of these general concepts, the concept of "intrinsic parity" of an elementary particle. Even though no radical modification of our thinking is thereby achieved, we believe that the injection of a certain amount of caution in this matter may be useful, as it may prevent one from calling "theorems" certain assumptions, or from discarding as "impossible" forms of the theory; which under a more flexible scheme are perfectly consistent. Another possible advantage of the following considerations may be to bring a certain amount of clarity in a field in which a great deal of confusion exists. '
The more or less standard position seems to be that every elementary particle must have a definite "intrinsic parity" factor, which can be determined unambiguously from experiment' (at least in principle). In order to understand the limitations of this viewpoint, it will be useful to recall first some simple points about the formalism.
The transformation properties (in our case, the parity) ' The origin of the present article is an address which was presented by the last author at the International Conference on Nuclear Physics and the Physics of Elementary Particles in September 1951 in Chicago and which was based on a review article which the last two authors are preparing together with V. Bargmann. In view of several inquiries concerning the above-mentioned address, the authors feel that a preliminary publication of some of the main points in the present paper is justified, even though they must refer the reader to the review article to appear later for a more exhaustive and consistent presentation of the whole subject.
' This is no doubt an oversimplified version even of "current" In the first place, the electromagnetic field is no doubt the one about which we know most. Once it is stated that the electric field is a polar vector, ' one knows the properties of any state containing only photons.
The parity of a particle, like the neutral m, which can decay into a pure photon state, is then in principle determinable. Another way to do this is to ascertain which selection rules obtain experimentally in a reaction such as p+~n'+p+p, where no other particle is created or destroyed.
If we turn now to charged particles, our considerations show that parities are to a certain extent arbitrary. This means, as it often happens, that we need a frame of reference, which is based on conventions, but is no less useful because of that. We could, for instance, agree that the m+ mesons are to be regarded as odd. This would then reduce the arbitrariness in the inversion law for other particles. For instance, the well-known capture experiments. in deuterium give indications as to parity, that can be formulated in the above frame of reference, by saying that the proton and neutron fields Pp and fz transform in such a way that Pi*Pe& is a scalar.
Leaving these special examples, it is perhaps desirable to state in general what possibilities exist; this will also clarify the diGerence as well as the area of agreement between our standpoint and that adopted in the paper of Yang and Tiomno. 4 The preceding remarks should demonstrate that the possibility of determining or comparing intrinsic parities is intimately connected with the possibility of performing quantum mechanical experiments which can serve to determine phase differences between diferent parts of a state function. If there were no superselection rules, i.e. , if all phase differences could be measured in principle, the relative parities of all particles could be determined. This could be done in prinIt is, of course, true that if, in addition to the inversion I as it is usually understood, (i.e. , such that the sign of the charges is preserved, and E is polar) one believes in the operation of charge conjugation C as an exact symmetry property of nature it becomes arbitrary whether one regards I or CI as the inversion law. Adopting CI, however, none of the states of atoms or nuclei, that one considers normally, would be a state of definite parity (states of definite parity would involve superpositions of states containing protons and anti-protons, etc.). The definition thus is not a convenient one to adopt. That C is an exact symmetry property is moreover still far from proved. The disturbing possibility remains that C and I are both only approximate and CI is the only exact symmetry law. This would force us to regard the electric field as an axial vector. This possibility, however, seems rather remote at the moment. 
